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Abstract - Cloud computing offers different type’s utilities to the IT industries. Generally the resources 
are scattered throughout the clouds. It has to enable the ability to find different resources are available at 
clouds, This again an important criteria of distributed systems. This paper investigates the problem of 
locating resources which is multi variant in nature. It also used to locate the relevant dimensions of 
resources which is avail at the same cloud. It is also addresses the random projection on each cloud and 
discover the possible resources at each iteration, the outcome of each iteration updated on collision 
matrix. All the discovered elements are updated at the Management fabric. This paper also describes the 
feasibility on discovering different types of resources available each cloud. 

Keyword - Resource discovery, Multi-variant, Resource subsets, Service level agreement (SLA), Virtual 
Pool. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In a modern computing world virtualization and cloud computing provides fundamental phenomena of 

decoupling applications and services from underlying hardware infrastructure. It provides feasibility on multi-
variant resources like CPU memory and network bandwidth etc.,[1] All these resources are promoted by 
demand basis and adopted in responds to changes in system work loads. In cloud computing  

Resources allocation can be sealed on both the extremes and provides elasticity by reflecting load 
intensity and resource demands of running applications.[2] More over virtualization provides the platform on 
resource utilization by reducing number of physical computing on cloud environment. Cloud environment has 
sustainable by data centers which incorporated by Virtual Machine (VM) on same physical hardware. VM 
improves energy efficiency and cost savings for both service provided and infrastructure provided. This 
dynamic environment has challenging platform on QOS by means of availability and performance.[1,5] During 
resource utilization 1.how much resource are allotted on new service request by virtualization at the same time it 
should guarantees SLA on new service and existing service. In order to discover the resource on cloud 
environment .The discovery mechanisms provides manual progression on cloud resources. It’s one of the key 
challenges of cloud environment discovery mechanisms.[1] In most of the cases the search results provides 
invalid information on virtualized resource that has false information. It is quite impossible to work on multiple 
false information which is derived from the search engine. The search engines and manual process of searching 
virtualized resources on cloud environment requires an supervised learning mechanism.  

This paper focuses on the case of discovering an unknown resources (Motif’s) which is multi variant in 
nature. These discovery mechanism has multi dimensional view on multi variant resource on cloud. However 
this technique extracted from  multi sensor system.[4,8] In this approach we are interested in addressing on 
broader view on multi variant resource which we represented as sub dimensional resource discovery. Each 
resource has multiple criteria’s to fulfill such as similarity basis, equalant basis and cost basis. In this paper we 
presented an algorithm to discover the resource which is previously unknown and multi variant time series.[6] It 
also guarantees the SLA violation Our algorithm naturally handles more restrictive problems which we call all 
dimensional resource discovery on clouds it gives an approach on Discovering Multi variant resources. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
One of the first work in which event based resource discovery has been done by wei yan, Soglin Hu et 

al [1]. In this work authors have proposed a framework to enable decentralized discovery of both static and 
dynamic service and resource attributes to enable the continues monitoring of resource updates. 

 In the second work in which R.Raman et.al [6] established a centralized architecture. In this 
paper centralized matching server incorporated with no of clients the discovery requests are sent to the matching 
server. According to the maximum matching utility the resource discovery has been established. However it 
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could feasible for small scale networks. For large scale networks, it requires central administrators which may 
cause central platform failure. 

In other work in which Globus MDS is defines the resource discovery by hierarchical architecture.[7] 
Index services have become a vital part in this architecture. It is a grid model in which multiple information 
sources are grouped and transferred into index servers via registered protocol. The Index servers are 
incorporated with query servers. The registered protocol will compare the service requests with query servers 
and derives the valid information with the help of information servers. However its limits with scalability which 
is difficult with administrating different types of servers. 

In a distributed environment the federated UDDI consists of multiple repositories that are synchronized 
periodically.[8] It gives a better solution for service discovery. However it is quite expensive to replicate 
frequently updated information. Publish/subscribe has been leveraged for service discovery. In this approach the 
publish/Subscribe servers received a translated message in the form of service attributes and domain 
requirements. 

The combination of multiple nodes may face big complexity with two models. But it quite suit for 
small scale individual nodes it is implemented in both the forms static and dynamic. 

III. ARCHITECTURAL FRAMEWORK 

Cloud aims to provide datacenters for upcoming technology. The framework includes virtual machines 
and services in the form of (hardware resources and Software resources) by which user can deploy their 
application anywhere.[5] Each cloud client may undergo with individual SLA’s (Service Level Agreement) for 
their task. For public clouds the resources are collocated by demand basis. The frame work may include with 
three layers. 
• Enterprise layer 
• Resource pool layer 
• VM pool  

 
III.A.ENTERPRISE LAYER 

The Enterprise layer is having three major components. 
Query processing unit: Each cloud client may come up with service requests. The service request must 

be properly analyzed and forwarded into next level of processing. The cloud client must undergone with query 
processing unit to confirm the service request to be valid and must incorporated with SLA unit. 

The SLA unit: Service Level Agreement (SLA) each cloud client must digitally signed with SLA 
which is derived from each cloud server. The cloud server is responsible for providing different types of 
resources to each individual cloud client. The SLA defines the level of usage and maximum usage frequency 
with each individual resource. 

Cloud coordinator: The cloud coordinator unit does an authentication service. the cloud client should 
verify their service request by query processing unit. Once the query processing unit validated the service 
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request then it will forwarded to SLA unit. The cloud should accept the terms and conditions followed by SLA 
unit. Finally the cloud coordinator is forward the request to Resource pool manager for further level of 
arrangements. 

III.B. RESOURCE POOL LAYER 
System Pool Resource manager: The management service segregate the available resources present in 

the different cloud environment. Each cloud environment includes different types of resources. The overall 
resource management is done at this level. 

Management Fabric: The outcome collision matrix updated on management fabric unit which 
contains radius R only the relevant dimensions. All the resource availability is being monitored here and 
updated frequently with resource pool manager. 

IV. RESOURCE DISCOVERY CRITERIA  
In contrast to the discussed studies we propose the multi variant resource available at different clouds. 

It gives a brief review of existing algorithmic framework and provides some recent enhancements to discover 
the multi variant resources. This paper simplifies an algorithm that adopts at cloud environment and discovers 
the available resources and its related subsets.[4] Once the available resource and are identified, using random 
projections. The related subsets are identified in a linear time sequences.  The algorithm determines the relevant 
dimensions for each resource available in a cloud. 

IV. A. RANDOM PROJECTIONS 
The Random projection is a mechanism that is to locate the resource available in a different clouds. 

However it derives approximately equal subsets in a linear time. After extracting subsets that named and 
converted in a single group.[4] The algorithm provides through several iterations of random projection. Each 
iteration selects subsets of its positions and projects unique resource by eliminating the remaining resources and 
its positions. 

Series (S) of Resources on clouds (Private, Public & Hybrid).Computing Capacity (C) The Active 
resources are already connected with cloud (w).Max no of random projections and iterations (Maxrp).SLA 
violation Limit (threshrel).Time taken and utilization Measure (D(s)). Once the resources has discovered it 
should updated on collision matrix. After implementation of collision matrix after each iteration the collision 
matrix details updated on management fabric layer. The total time complexity of this resource discovery 
algorithm is calculated by No of resources in the cloud (T). No of iteration for the discovery (I). Then the 

collision matrix will be  1

n

i
i

C C
=

= 
 

If T will increase then the total complexity will increases. In order to detect similar resource that 
available on different clouds the collision matrix will be maintained. If there are T subsets, then the collision 
matrix size is T x T and stores the no of iterations. The matrix is updated after each iteration by having the 
projected resources and then incrementing the matrix entry by each equivalent subsets.  

 

ALGORITHM: RESOURCE DISCOVERY  

C – Computing Capacity 
 c – Location and availability of different resource that lead to sparse collision matrix. 
R- Discovered resource collected from no of clouds connected to the VM pool Si 
Each resource in cloud with different computing capacity are arranged in a series. 

S: Si = {Si….Si+w-1}: 1<  i < |S|-w+1 
Compute ˆ ( )P D  ( ( , , , )i jp D S d S d an estimation of the distribution over the distance between all non trivial 
resources on each cloud. 
Search for resource which having different computing capacity discovered resource lead to sparse collision 
matrix. 
Discover the resource which connected to the cloud (m), computing capacity for each iteration & with different 
clouds(s). 
Build the collision matrix using random projection over different clouds. 

No of iteration = min ((mc), maxrp). 
Enumerate Discovered resource on the collision matrix. 
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(a). Find the best collision matrix entry
1 2( , )x x  

(b). Find the largest resource entry which has maximum capacity in the collision matrix and extract the 
set of all collision with this value, 

X={(x1
1,x1

2), (x2
1,x2

2)…(x1
|x|, x2

|x|)} 
(c). Compute the Distance with relevant resource in the clouds xj1, xj2 in each collision, 1<j<|x| and 

dimension. 

1 2,: ( , , , )j d xj xj
d dist D S d S d=

  
(d). Determine which resource are not relevant to the task assignment 

 
, ˆ( ) ( ( )) )j ddist
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 (e). Select the collision matrix with smallest avg distance actively connected resources per iteration 

( )
1 2

( )

,( . ) : arg min( )
dist rel d
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d j dx x j
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=
 (f). Estimate the neighborhood radius R, only the relevant 

dimension 
 (g). Locate all other occurrences of the similar cloud 

1 2min( , ), ( , )i ix x
S S D S S R≤  

(h). Disconnect all the resources that would constitute non trivial matches with the cloud. 
 The total time complexity of the random projection algorithm is linear with number of resources in a 

single cloud (T). The number of iteration (I) and the location and availability of different resources (c) and the 
number of collision 

     The complexity is dominated by the collision since Ci grows quadratically with the number of each 
projected resources which can rise as high as T in worst case.   
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Specifically where H is the set of all projected resources Nk equals to the number of resources that 
project to h E∈ .  

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
This Framework could be evaluated by running experiments using predefined located resources as well 

as non synthetic resources captured by on body inertial sensors. Our experiments demonstrate the efficacy of the 
algorithm as well as scaling properties if the location of different resources and number of dimension increases. 
This also investigates the effect of different distances metrics and provide a comparison with other multivariant 
discovery algorithm. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We have described several generalizations of the multivariant resource discovery properties. The key 

feature is that allows linear time discovery of sub dimensional motifs. We apply random projection 
independently to each dimension only if the size of the collision matrix is monitored and the relevant parameters 
are dynamically monitored to limit the density of the matrix. We do researches on other complexities that will 
occur while applying on real time. 
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